
Reply Memorandum &
Responses to Appellees’ Briefs

Significant Challenge

Nora’s most valuable client for almost a decade is a leading Law Firm in Cincinnati, 
Ohio that handles a wide range of legal matters including medical malpractice claims. 
Recently, the firm submitted a project to draft responses to appellees’ brief on a 
medical malpractice case with a week’s deadline. Our experienced Senior Attorney took 
up the project and, to her dismay, understood that we had to prepare five different 
responses that included responses to the appellees’ briefs filed by the physicians and 
healthcare providers along with two responses for a motion to dismiss and a motion 
for relief. As an extension of the deadline would be futile, the client asked us to prepare 
a single response to the appellees’ briefs. We, however, found the local rule restriction 
for pages and dropped the client suggestion to do a single response to effectively 
address the arguments.

Team

Per a strategy, one legal associate was moved from her current work to assist in the 
matter. The team initially identified similar arguments in the three different appellees 
briefs. The Senior Attorney did the first response to one appellee’s brief while the 
associate did the response to the motion to dismiss. By the time the Senior Attorney 
completed the first draft, the associate completed the response to the motion to 
dismiss. While the associate prepared similar responses to the appellees’ briefs using the 
draft for identical arguments, the review of the response to the motion was done. After 
the associate completed these drafts, the Senior Associate reviewed the same and made 
additional rebuttal arguments to finalize. Meanwhile, the associate prepared the 
response to the motion for relief. Final QC was done as and when the first drafts were 
complete by the Lead Attorney who delivered all finished projects on time.



Additional Benefits

The Founder and Senior Principal of the Law Firm could dedicate more time in building 
other business strategies by using our subscription plan. He could spend more time in 
educating and guiding clients and empowering them to make informed decisions.

Service Highlight

The yearly subscription plan allowed the law firm the flexibility to utilize the purchased 
hours on ongoing and continuous projects, including the aforesaid emergency work. As a 
dedicated service provider, the firm could fully rely on the efficiency and expertise of 
the team and was able to file all the responses within the deadline. We are grateful that 
the law firm was confident to use our legal writing services based on the trust of doing 
several projects for almost a decade.


